L’Herbergement, July 6, 2020 – 6 p.m.

Benoît Hennaut to succeed Alain Marion as Chairman of the Executive Board
HERIGE has today announced the arrival of Benoît Hennaut within the Group, who will replace Alain Marion as
Chairman of the Executive Board in the next few weeks, following a transition period.

Trained as a nuclear engineer with a management degree from the University of Leuven in
Belgium, 59-year old Benoît Hennaut has solid experience in the construction and building
industry.
He began his career in 1988 with the Ariston Thermo Group, an Italian family-held business
specialized in thermo-sanitary segment (heating and air conditioning). Benoît held several
executive positions within the company in Belgium, France and Italy, before joining the
Lafarge group in 1992, where he was in charge of development, innovation, marketing and
performance for the group’s Roofing division, based in Frankfurt, Germany. In 2006, Benoît
relocated to Southeast Asia to head up operations in the area, before becoming Chairman
for the entire Asia-Pacific region, including China and India. In 2010, he moved back to France where he was
appointed as Chairman of Lafarge France.
In 2013, Benoît joined the Aliaxis Group, a world leader in plastics specialized in water and energy management,
where he was responsible for the Building division in Europe, before leading all operations, including Building,
Industry and Infrastructure, in France, Benelux, Morocco and Greece.
Since 2018, Benoît Hennaut has also been the Chairman of the Federation of Plastics and Composites, and a
member of the strategy committee at the French Association of Industries and Construction Products (AIMCC).
Daniel Robin, Chairman of the Supervisory Board, said: “the Supervisory Board and I would like to extend our
warmest thanks to Alain Marion, who has devoted his career to the Group’s development, as well as to the major
transformations that have driven it forward. After being with us for 33 years, he will be handing over to
Benoît Hennaut, who will take up office mid-September. His solid experience and sector-specific expertise, as
well as his people-centered approach, will be valuable assets for addressing the Group’s future challenges.”

NEXT PUBLICATION: Q2 2020 turnover on July 28, 2020 (after the close of trading)
All our financial communications are available on our website www.groupe-herige.fr
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